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I.

MOL GROUP UPSTREAM 2016
2
12
3

10

Reserve changes
in 2015 (MMboe)
7

104
Reserves
(31.12.2014)
555

79

132
New
bookings
6
130

160

2015 recoverable
resources (MMboe)
n CEE
n WE
n Russia
n Kazakhstan
n Middle East
and Asia

30
65

1 220

835
119

Reserves
(31.12.2015)
514

Total 2015 CAPEX
by region (USD mn)
n CEE
n CIS
n WE
37
n Middle East
and Asia
n Africa
n Acquisitions

227
61

830
177
209

* Thousand barrel oil equivalent per day
** Million barrel oil equivalent
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11

5

6

9
10

7

2015 Y/E reserves
(MMboe) **
n CEE
n CIS
n WE
288
n Middle East
and Asia
n Africa

26

Purch./sale
of minerals
in place 0

4

8

514

Revisions
(10)

3

6

61
Production
(37)

1

2015 production
(mboepd) *
n CEE
n CIS
n WE
n Middle East
and Asia
n Africa

5

14

13

Country

Production
2015 (mboepd)

1 – United Kingdom 4.9

Reserves
(SPE 2P, MMboe)
25.7

2 – Norway

Exploration

3 – Hungary

41.0

116.9

4 – Croatia

37.6

171.5

5 – Romania

Exploration

6 – Syria

“Force Majeure”

35.8

7 – Egypt

2.1

2.3

8 – Oman

Exploration

9–K
 urdistan
Region of Iraq

3.6

14.2

10 – Pakistan

6.8

11.1

11 – Kazakhstan

Exploration

60.4

12 – Russia

6.7

71.9

13 – Angola

1.2

3.9

14 – Cameroon

Exploration
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II.

2016 Outlook
Scott. The Scolty & Crathes project is on track, with first
oil anticipated by the first half of 2017. Drilling of the development wells is due to commence by the early 2016. In
Catcher, focus will be on construction and delivery of the
FPSO hull and topsides. In addition, a comprehensive
value optimization plan is ongoing in close cooperation
with the partners.
Key goals for 2016
• Zero HSE incidents/accidents
•	Maximize economic value of the portfolio. The majority of MOL’s portfolio has the potential to generate cash even in currently low oil price environment
	
Production
to increase further to 105-110 mboepd
•
in 2016 and 2017 and further up to 110-115 mboepd
in 2018
•	Pursue a systematic approach to enhance production rates and maximise recovery in high-margin
CEE fields
•	Continue field development programmes on low
cost Baitugan field in Russia, and the TAL block in
Pakistan
•	Ensure increasing contribution from recently sanctioned development and infill projects in the UK
•	Launch value optimization plan with close cooperation of partners in the UK
•	Efficiency improvement across the whole organization (including G&A and other OPEX), targeting
USD 80–100mn cost savings
•	Discretionary CAPEX limited to operations with
stable return and cash generation in currently low
oil price environment
Overall organic CAPEX of USD 500–600mn,
•	
around 15–30% lower compared to 2015
•	Exploration CAPEX cut by 50% with focus on
Norway, near-field CEE and Pakistan
•	Discretionary development CAPEX will focus on
projects robust at USD 30/bbl
•	Maintain self-funding operation even at around
USD 35/bbl oil prices
•	In parallel, MOL remains committed to exploration strategy being the basis for long-term sustainable growth
•	Develop a new hub for exploration and centre of
excellence in Norway
MOL’s goal is to capture maximum economic value
via portfolio optimization and actions to mitigate
the negative impact of low oil prices. The large majority of our portfolio generates positive cash-flow
even with current low oil prices. Building on the
continuation of the efforts in 2015, we expect production to grow to 105–110 mboepd in 2016–17 and
to 110–115 mboepd in 2018.
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In 2015, in the CEE region, MOL launched intensive
production optimization programs enabling an increase
in production of 12% in Hungary and onshore Croatia.
These programs employ a systematic approach to identify improvements in both surface and subsurface area.
We aim to enhance production and recovery rates, and
minimise unit development CAPEX and production
costs. Accordingly, our CEE portfolio is expected to deliver production growth again in 2016 (reversing previous years of decline) and stable cash flow generation
even in the current oil price environment.
In our international projects, we are proceeding with an intensive field development programme on
the Baitugan field in Russia , where we are among the
most efficient producers. An intensive field development
campaign is planned in the Baitugan block. Moreover,
options are being investigated to improve the ultimate
recovery.
In the MOL-operated TAL block in Pakistan production is already around 78,000 boepd (gross). MOL will
continue with its intensive field development, with tie-in
of further wells, such as the 2015 Mardankhel-1 discovery, with potential incremental production of around
11 mboepd (gross). The existing surface infrastructure
will enable low cost operations, prompt field production start-ups leading to an extended production plateau.
MOL will also complete exploration of upside potential
of TAL and its nearby blocks. Moreover, further exploration opportunities in Pakistan will be pursued following our entry to the Middle Indus Region by acquiring
30% stake in the DG Khan block.
In the non-operated Shaikan block in the Kurdistan
Region of Iraq the JV Partners’ aim is to maximize
value of investments. Accordingly, the Operator continues to exercise a prudent approach to investment until
a regular payment cycle for all Shaikan crude oil sales
has been established with the Kurdish Regional Government.
In the UK the recently sanctioned development and infill projects will contribute to production growth in
2016/2017. First oil was achieved on Cladhan while an
infill drilling programme commenced successfully on

In parallel, MOL remains committed to long-term sustainable growth. As a major milestone, MOL entered
Norway in 2015 with the clear intention to develop a
new hub for exploration, building on the experience of
a strong local team. With already 750 MMboe net unrisked prospective resources (net to MOL) in the portfolio, MOL will maintain the exploration focus in N
 orway.
MOL will seek to mature the portfolio and identify further opportunities focused on MOL Norge’s core areas in
the Norwegian North Sea.

MOL has launched efficiency improvement programs
across the organization with several initiatives to f urther
streamline unit OPEX across all countries, including:
optimisation of surface facilities, maintenance and technologies as well as G&A optimisation. We expect around
USD 80–100mn of cost savings in comparison to 2015.
The overall Upstream CAPEX program of MOL is foreseen to be between USD 500 and 600mn in 2016 from
USD 830mn in 2015. Discretionary CAPEX was limited
to operations with stable return and cash generation
in the current oil price environment. Accordingly, exploration CAPEX was reduced by 50%, with a focus on
Norway, near-field CEE and Pakistan. Discretionary

development CAPEX will focus on CEE projects, which
are robust even at USD 30/bbl.
As a result, we are confident that MOL’s entire E&P
portfolio will be self-funding in 2016 at USD 35/bbl
oil prices.

production

CAPEX

105–110
mboepd

USD
0.6bn

2016 Production (Plan)

2016 Organic CAPEX (Plan)

n Hungary

37%

n Hungary

24%

n Croatia

36%

n Croatia

18%
34%

n UK

7%

n UK

n Russia

7%

n Norway

5%

n Pakistan

7%

n Russia

3%

n Pakistan

5%

3%

n Oman

6%

3%

n Other

5%

n K
 urdistan
Region of Iraq
n Other
n Oil

43%

n Exploration

n Gas

50%

n Development 73%

n Condensate

7%

n Other

20%
7%
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III.

LICENCE INFORMATION

Country Block

United Kingdom
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Offshore –
North
Adriatic
Offshore –
Aiza Laura

13.9

12.2

11,930

E/D

1,756

E/D

22

E/D

Offshore
Izabela

34

D

Broom

10.1

C

C

PSC

Yes

Yes

No

100

100

–

50

ENI (50)

50

ENI (50)

30

Edison (70)

29.0

Enquest (63)
Ithaca (8)
MOL (29)

Catcher

175.9

20.0

Premier (50)
MOL (20)
Cairn (20)
Dyas (10)

Cladhan

30

33.5

Taqa (64.5)
MOL (33.5%)
Sterling (2)

Crathes

14.8

50.0

Enquest (50)

50.0

Enquest (50)

15.0

Nexen (41),
Endeavour (44)

Scolty
Rochelle

25.7

4.9

7.4
29.2

D

C

No

Pakistan

–

Scott

88.2

21.83

Nexen (41.89)
Dana
Petroleum
(20.64)
Edison (10.47)
Maersk (5.16)

Telford

338.3

1.59%

Nexen (80.41)
Edison (15.65)
Maersk (2.36)

Kurdistan
Region of
Iraq

E/D

Russia

25.4

3,659

Kazakhstan

157.6

41.0

Sultanate
of Oman

Croatia

On-shore –
several

116.9

Diluted Partner(s)
share* (%)
(%)

Diluted Partner(s)
share* (%)
(%)

Yes

10.5% /
8.4%
**

Yes

70

POL (30)

E

Yes

70

POL (30)

2,360

E&A

No

40

MPCL (Op. 60)

Ghauri

1,292

E

No

30

MPCL (Op. 35),
PPL (35)

DG Khan

2,291

E

No

30

POL (Op. 70)

889

A/D

Yes

80/51.2

GKP (20)

No

20/13.6

GKP (Op. 80),
Texas Keystone

3,689

E/A/D

11.1

1,387

E

1,562

Karak

Margala

6.8

Margala
North

Akri-Bijeel

0.4

C

PSC
Shaikan

14.2

3.2

283

D

Matjush
kinsky

19.9

1.9

3,228

E/A/D

Baitugan

52.0

4.8

65

D

51

TPAO (49)

Yerilkinsky

40

E

51

TPAO (49)

North
Karpovsky

1,670

E

49

KMG EP (51)

27,5

KMG EP (50),
FIOC (22.5)

100
C

C

Fedorovsky 60.4

n.a.

1,511

E/D

Block 66

0

4,899

E

PL019C

Norway

Hungary

Several

Reserves 2015
Acreage Phase Contract Operator
(MMboe) Production (km2)
type
(mboepd)

Phase Contract Operator
type

PPL (30),
OGDCL (30),
POL (25), GHPL
(5 Carried
during Expl/15
during Dev)

TAL

Country Block

Reserves 2015
Acreage
(MMboe) Production (km2)
(mboepd)

0

PSC

31

Yes

No

Yes

100

No

20

Repsol (Op. 34)
Det norske (46)

PL102 F&G

56

No

10

Total (Op. 40)
Petoro (30)
Det norske (10)
Lotos (10)

PL507

1,003

No

10

Explora (25)
Tullow (Op. 65)

8

Det norske
(Op. 40)
Dana (12)
Suncor (20)
Statoil (20)

35

Fortis (15)
Premier (35)
Spike / Bridge
(15)

E
PL539

PL617

191

112

C
No

Yes

MOL Group Exploration & Production Update – 2016
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202

PL672

101

Norway

PL677

Syria
*****

No

122

No

10

25

MOL (25),
Repsol (Op. 25),
Det norske (25),
Fortis (25)

10

MOL (10), Det
norske (Op. 60),
Fortis (30)

PL678S
PL678BS
PL678C
PL678SB

1,509

No

25

For all licences:
MOL (25),
Wintershall (Op.
35), Lundin (20),
Fortis (20)

PL724
PL724B

255

No

30

MOL (30), Det
norske (Op. 40),
Dea (30)

No

10

MOL (10), Det
norske (Op.
30), Spike (20),
Capricorn (20),
Noreco (20)

PL748

183

PL771

261

Yes

40

MOL (Op. 40),
Fortis (30),
Dea (30)

PL773

62

Yes

60

MOL (Op. 60),
Fortis (40)

20

MOL (20), Det
norske (Op.
30), Spike (25),
Capricorn (25)

PL790
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No

MOL (10),
Det norske (Op.
50), Tullow (30),
Fortis (10)

E

C

128

No

PL808 ***

159

Yes

80

MOL (Op. 80),
Edison (20%)

PL812 ***

115

No

40

MOL (20), Statoil
(Op. 40%), Origo
(20), Fortis (20)

PL814 ***

54

No

30

MOL (30), Det
norske (Op. 40),
OMV (30)

PL820S***

48

Yes

40

MOL (Op. 40),
Wintershall (30),
Fortis (30)

Hayan

35,8

n.a

645

D

PSC

Yes

100

–

Aphamia

n.a

n.a

2 285

E

PSC

Yes

100

–

Country Block

Egypt

PL626

Diluted Partner(s)
share* (%)
(%)

Reserves 2015
Acreage Phase Contract Operator
(MMboe) Production (km2)
type
(mboepd)

Diluted Partner(s)
share* (%)
(%)

Ras Qattara

247

No

25

IEOC (Op. 75)

West Abu
Gharadig

77

No

25

IEOC (Op.
45), Dana
Petroleum (30)

No

20

Sahara North
Bahariya (Op.
50), IPR (30)

Yes

100

North
Bahariya

2.3

2.1

East Yidma –
Sidi Rahman
&Rizk

D

PSC

226

3.9

1.2

Block 3/05

Ngosso

135

25

Block 3/05
Angola

Reserves 2015
Acreage Phase Contract Operator
(MMboe) Production (km2)
type
(mboepd)

Cameroon

Country Block

D

PSC

No

4

E

C

No

40

99

n.a.

n.a.

474

Sonangol P&P
(Op. 25), China
Sonangol
(25), AJOCO
(20), ENI (12),
Somoil (10),
NIS (4), INA (4)
Sonangol P&P
(Op. 25), China
Sonangol
(25), AJOCO
(20%), ENI (12),
Somoil (10),
NIS (4), INA (4)

Addax (Op. 60)

* Diluted share is based on working interest
** 10.5% during Expl and 8.4% during Dev
*** Official signing of APA 2015 licences in March 2016
**** Activities are fully in line with US and EU sanctions; forward looking work programme and expenditures depend on the termination
of the “force majeure”
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IV.

EXPLORATION AND
APPRAISAL WELLS
IN 2015/2016

Exploration &
Appraisal wells

Progress

Comment / Test result

Paying /
participating
interest (%)

Comment / Test result

Paying /
participating
interest (%)

Partner(s) (%)

Pakistan
Makori Deep-1
Tolanj South-1

Partner(s) (%)

PPL (30), OGDCL (30)
POL (25), GHPL (5
carried during Expl/15
during Dev

Drilling

Drilling in progress.

10.5 during
Expl/ 8.4 during
Dev

Testing

Well is currently under
testing.

40

MPCL (60) –operator

80/51.2

GKP (20)

Tolanj West-1
Halini Deep-1

Exploration &
Appraisal wells

Progress

Kurdistan Region of Iraq
Bakrman-2

Plugged &
Abandoned

Hungary

Oil inflow from Kurra
Chine with high
concentration of H 2S.

Bijell-4

Dry well. Sargelu
(Jurassic) reservoir
produced water.

Bijell-6

Dry well. Sargelu
(Jurassic) reservoir
produced water, it is
below OWC.

Kk-ÉK-1

Completed

Dry.

Szal-É-1

Completed

Dry. No inflow, only gas
shows.

Tófej-Ny-2

Completed

Dry. The well test resulted
in non-commercial gas
shows and water inflow.

Ber-4

Completed

Sub commercial gas
producer.

Ü-K-1

Testing

Well test will continue in
2016.

Bem-D-2

Tested

Dry. No inflow, only gas
shows.

Novomatushkinskaya Plugged &
103
Abandoned

Dry. Well has been
plugged & abandoned.

Beru-6

Tested

Pilot production in
progress.

Novosemenkin
skaya-1

Drilling

The well is currently under
51
testing.

TPAO (49)

Fkút-D-1

Completed

Sub commercial gas
producer.

Kazakhstan

Hrastilnica 5

Suspended

Dry.

U-25

Drilling

KMG EP (50)
FIOC (22.5)

Bunjani – 2 South

Testing

Well is currently under
testing.

Drilling has been
suspended at 1100 meters
depth since 16th October
due to missing BOP
certification.

Đeletovci – 2 North

Tested,
suspended

Unsuccessful testing.
100
Testing will be repeated
on other intervals in 2016.

Plugged &
Abandoned

Dry. Well has been
plugged and abandoned.

100

Selec 2

Waiting to test

Planned for testing in
June 2016.

Plugged &
Abandoned

Subcommercial. Oilbearing layers.

40

Addax (60)

20/8

Det norske (Op. 40)
Statoil (20)
Suncor (20)
Dana (12)

100/100

–

Suspended

Kurra Chine Fm
(Triassic) produced
no commercial inflow.

Bijell-2
Russia

Croatia

Oman – Maisoorah-1
Cameroon
Azobe-1X

Plugged &
Abandoned

Dry. Well has been
plugged & abandoned.

70

POL (30)

Mardan Khel-1

Completed

Condensate discovery.
Gas well was completed
and is being tied in.

10.5 during Expl/
8.4 during Dev

PPL (30), OGDCL (30),
POL (25), GHPL
(5 carried during
Expl/15 during Dev)

Kalabagh 1A

Completed

Gas-Condensate/Oil
discovery. Well was
40
completed for production.
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27.5

Oman
n.a.

Pakistan
MGN-1

100

Norway
PL539 Myrhauk

Completed

Dry. No tests.

MPCL (60) – operator

MOL Group Exploration & Production Update – 2016
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V.

SCHEDULE OF
EXPLORATION AND
APPRAISAL WELLS IN 2016
Country

Block

G&G/Well name

2016 plan
Q1

Conventional
Hungary

Russia

Q2

Q3

Q4

Ü-K-1
Barcs-Ny-8

Conventional,
new concessions

Móra-D-1

BaiTex

Novosemenkinskaya-1

Komádi-Ny-4

Mardan Khel-2
Mardan Khel-3
Tal

Makori Deep-1
Tolanj South-1
Tolanj West-1

Pakistan
Karak

Oman
Norway

Halini Deep-1
2D seismic acquisition

Margala

2D seismic acquisition

DG Khan

2D seismic acquisition

Ghauri

3D seismic acquisition

Block 66

Maisoorah-1

Block 66

Husna-1

PL626

Rovarkula

n Seismic
n Well drilling
n Well test

| 14 |
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VI.1

DETAILED WORK
PROGRAMMES IN
2015/2016

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
• Exploration | USD 52 mn
• Development | USD 49.7 mn
• Sustain & Other | USD 25.4 mn

DETAILED WORK PROGRAMMES OF MAJOR PROJECTS (2015 / 2016)
•	Hungary is one of MOL’s core countries in terms of

production and reserves, even though production
started more than 75 years ago. MOL has conducted
exploration, development, and EOR/IOR project to
mitigate the decline rate of mature fields.
•	Extensive geological knowledge of the country and
a well-developed existing surface infrastructure
have enabled low cost and prompt field production
start-ups (generally within one-two years), thus supporting rapid cash flow generation. In 2015, MOL
completed 3D seismic acquisitions, drilled/tested
5 conventional exploratory wells and finished 12
field development projects on its existing acreage.
In the 3rd bid round, announced on 14th April 2015,

Hungary

Year

MOL was awarded 391 sq km Battonya-Pusztaföldvár-Észak and 584 sq km Dány concession blocks.
Moreover, a comprehensive production optimisa•	
tion program has been started to mitigate the natural
decline rate of mature fields. Already as the the first
visible results of these programs the total production
decline rate reduced to 1% in 2015, from 4% in 2014.
•	We aim to put all undeveloped reserve into production. For this purpose finalisation of 8 field development projects and start of 3 new field development
projects is planned for 2016. Furthermore, MOL will
proceed with production optimisation, including
well performance improvements such as workovers,
fracking, artificial lifting, etc.

Type

Work programme

Exploration

•6
 conventional and 1 geothermal exploration wells were drilled
•6
 conventional wells were tested, of which 4 were dry and 2 were sub-commercial
discoveries
•1
 well test started in 2015 and will be finished in 2016
•T
 hree 3D seismic acquisitions and processing were completed
•U
 nconventional: 1 extended well test programme was completed

Development

•1
 2 field developments were completed and 8 were still in progress at the end of 2015
•4
 new development wells were drilled, several workovers were performed

Exploration

•D
 rilling and testing of 2 conventional exploration wells
•T
 est program of 2 existing wells (one is continuation of operation started in 2015)

Development

•8
 field developments are in progress and will be finished in 2016. 3 new field
development projects are planned to start. Furthermore new “Production Optimisation”
projects will be launched (including WWO-s, acidizing, fracking wells).
•F
 inishing of drilling of 2 wells and drilling of 2 new development wells is planned
•E
 fforts are put into accelerated development time, and identifying new development
opportunities.

2015

2016

LICENCE INFORMATION
BLOCK

Reserves
(MMboe)

2015
Production
(mboepd)

Acreage
(km 2)

Phase

Contract Operator
type

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

Several

116.9

41.0

3,659

E/D

C

100

Yes

–

E-Exploration; D-Development

BLOCK

First production

Peak production

Nr. of producing wells Type and quality

Several

n.a.

n.a.

942

| 16 |

Oil, gas and cond.
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VI.2

CROATIA

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
• Exploration | USD 10.8 mn
• Development | USD 79.2 mn
• Sustain & Other | USD 8.7 mn

DETAILED WORK PROGRAMMES OF MAJOR PROJECTS (2015 / 2016)
•	INA started Croatian onshore exploration and production activities more than 50 years ago. This accumulated knowledge of geological structures and
experience makes INA the most efficient company to
exploit the remaining sizable hydrocarbon potential
of the country.
	
M
• ajor offshore field development started after the
signature of the North Adriatic Production Sharing
Agreement (1996) and Aiza Laura Production Sharing Agreement (1997). Extensive exploration and development activities in the North Adriatic have been
carried out by INA in cooperation with its Italian
partners (ENI and EDISON GAS) within existing
Mining Plot areas. Until now, in the contract areas
North Adriatic and Aiza-Laura, INA has invested
Year

Type

Work programme

Exploration

• Đeletovci 2 West – drilling and well test conducted, additional well test to follow.
• Bunjani 2 South – drilling finished; well test ongoing.
• Hrastilnica 5 – drilling finished, well tested as negative.
• In the 1st Offshore Bid Round INA was awarded two Blocks – 25 and 26. In the 1st
Onshore Bid round, INA was awarded with Block Drava-2. Croatian Government
postponed signing all PSAs.

Development

• (1) Selec 2 – drilling finished, (2) Selec 3 – drilling ongoing, (3) Mačkovec – 1 – injection
well, (4) Gola 10 – drilling and testing conducted.
• EOR – injection of CO2 on Ivanić field is ongoing on 12 wells and 8 wells on Žutica North.
•M
 eđimurje – construction works on Zebanec, Vuckovec, Vukanovec field and gas
pipeline node Međimurje – GTP Molve – all in progress.
•P
 roduction Optimization Program: WWO and Well Stimulation campaigns. Well
stimulations were performed on 21 wells.
• Ivana K – installation completed, planned permits obtained, performance test completed.
• Ika JZ – test production in progress (extended), permitting in process.

Production

•F
 inished 26 capital WWO, 12 capital well equipment repairs, 1 acidizing, HDM/WCH in
55 wells, 205 equipment WO, 5 chemical treatments of injection wells.
•F
 inished 1st part of well stimulation project – 21.
• Additional development and production optimisation of oil field Đeletovci.

Exploration

•P
 ostponement of all planned exploration wells in Croatia (problems with obtaining
location permits).
• 1 onshore and 2 offshore licences await Croatian Government’s ratification.

Development

• Selec 3 well drilling starts on January 1st and well test is expected to follow in H2 2016.
•P
 roduction Optimization Program’s Well Stimulation Campaign continues throughout
2016 with some postponements and scope reduction due to the sharp oil price decline.
•P
 roduction Optimization Program’s WWO Campaign continues throughout 2016 with
32 wells in scope.
•E
 OR Project – continuation of CO2 injection on Ivani� field and �utica North, start of
workovers on �utica South injection wells.
•M
 eđimurje – construction works completion and production start-up in July are
expected.
•F
 inish artificial lift optimization project on the Đeletovci oil field.
• Ivana K – obtaining operational permit, completing test production.
• Ika JZ – obtaining operational licence, continuation of test production.

Production

• Implement the Full Field Optimization concept on onshore fields.

MAIN DATA OF THE BLOCK’s
BLOCK

On-shore –
several

Reserves
(MMboe)

2015
Production
(mboepd)

Acreage
(km 2)

Phase

157.6

25.4

11.930

Offshore – North
Adriatic
Offshore – Aiza
Laura

13.9

12.2

OffshoreIzabela

Contract Operator
type

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

E/D

C

Yes

100

–

1.756

E/D

PSC

No

50

ENI (50)

22

E/D

PSC

No

50

ENI (50)

34

D

PSC

No

30

Edison (70)

2015

E-Exploration; D-Development

BLOCK

First production

Peak production

Nr. of producing wells Type and quality

On-shore – several

1941

1988

630

Oil, gas and cond.

Offshore – North
Adriatic

1999

2010

32

Gas

Offshore – Aiza
Laura

2004

2007

5

Gas

Offshore – Izabela

2014

2015

5

Gas
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HRK 5.1 bn (USD 1.0 bn) in capital construction of
production facilities.
	
• As a result of INA’s successful ongoing production
optimisation programme, onshore oil production increased by 20% in 2015 while the overall hydrocarbon
production increased by 7%.
•	2016 will bring a continuation of the production optimisation programme, with the goal to implement
Full Field Optimization concept on onshore fields.
The finalisation of the second phase of EOR project is
planned, with positive effect expected on Ivanić and
Žutica North fields, and performing workovers on
Žutica South injection wells. Finally, INA plans to
conduct numerous well workovers and well stimulation works on mature onshore fields.

2016

MOL Group Exploration & Production Update – 2016
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VI.3

PAKISTAN

operators of the region. Processing facilities in Tal
Block, namely Manzalai Central Processing Facility and Makori Gas Processing Facility, are producing natural gas, crude oil/condensate, and LPG from
Manzalai, Makori, Makori East, Maramzai and
Mamikhel fields, taking the gross production to approximately 78 mboepd. MOL is the Nr. 1 LPG, Nr. 2
oil and condensate and Nr. 7 natural gas producer in
Pakistan (TAL @100%).
	
• In 2015, the Government duly approved the declaration of commerciality of Mamikhel and Maramzai
fields.
•	The Mardankhel-1 exploration well delivered the 7th
discovery in Tal Block with potential incremental production of around 11 mboepd (gross). Mardankhel-1
EWT production is expected to commence from Q2
Year

Type

Work programme

Exploration

•D
 rilling & testing of Mardankhel-1 exploratory well completed successfully and gas
condensate discovery was achieved.
•T
 hree wells (Tolanj South-1, Tolanj West-1, Makori Deep-1) were spudded in 2015,
drilling/testing spilled over to 2016.

Development

•T
 wo new development wells (Maramzai-3, Makori East-4) were successfully drilled,
tested, completed and tied in to production system. One development well (Makori
East-5) started in 2015 and spilled over to 2016.

Exploration

•T
 hree wells (Tolanj South-1, Tolanj West-1, Makori Deep-1) drilling/testing to be
completed in 2016 in TAL block.
•2
 D seismic acquisition (contingent; subject to security clearance) campaign in Manzalai
west area.

Appraisal /
Development

•C
 onstruction of Mardankhel-1 wellhead surface facilities and flowline and tie-in of the
well. Continue appraisal activities of Mardankhel discovery.
•D
 rilling, testing, completion and tie-in of wells (Mardankhel 2 & 3) to be completed in
2016/17.
•C
 omplete drilling of Makori East-5 (spud in 2015). Another development well
(Maramzai-4) to be drilled/tested in 2016.
• Spud of makori Deep-2 is planned in Dec 2016 (subject to Makori Deep-1 discovery).

2015

MOL has interests in 5 blocks in Pakistan and is the Operator of the TAL block 30 km from the border of Afghanistan, currently with 78 mboepd production on 100% basis. Present in 3 other blocks (Karak, Ghauri, Margala)
near TAL block in the Upper Indus area, while DG Khan marked the entry in the Middle Indus region in 2015.
MOL made 10 discoveries (7 operated) from 2000 onwards over 400 MMboe discovered (@100%).

2016/
2017

LICENCE INFORMATION
BLOCK

TAL

Margala
Margala North

Reserves
(MMboe)

2015
Acreage Phase Contract Operator
Production (km 2)
type
(mboepd)

11.1

6.8

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

3,689

E/A/D

C

Yes

10.5 /
8.4*

PPL (30),
OGDCL (30),
POL (25), GHPL
(5 Carried during
Expl/15 during Dev)

1,387

E

C

Yes

70

POL (30)

1,562

E

C

Yes

70

POL (30)

Karak

2,360

E/A

C

No

40

MPCL (Op. 60)

Ghauri

1,292

E

C

NO

30

MPCL (Op. 35),
PPL (35)

DG Khan

2,291

E

C

NO

30

POL (Op. 70)

KARAK BLOCK
•	In 2008, MOL Pakistan acquired working interest in

the Karak Block. Oil was discovered in 2011 with the
Halini-1 exploration well. During 2015, Halini Deep-1
and Kalabagh-1 exploration wells were spudded and
completed. Testing of Kalabagh was completed and
resulted in a discovery, which was the second discov-

Year

Type

2015 Exploration

TAL BLOCK

• Exploration | USD 42.6 mn
• Development | USD 5.5 mn
• Sustain & Other | USD 0.6 mn

•	MOL is the operator in the Pakistani TAL Block Con-
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ery in the Block. Testing of Halini Deep-1 is still in
progress. The aim of the 2016 work programme is to
conduct appraisal programme for Kalabagh discovery along with appraisal programme of Halini Deep-1
subject to discovery. Additionally 2D seismic acquisition in Karak block has been planned for 2016.

Work programme
•K
 alabagh 1A well drilling/testing completed – Proved second hydrocarbon discovery in
the block.
•H
 alini Deep 1 drilling started (Feb, 2015) and spilled over to 2016.

Exploration

•2
 D seismic acquisition campaign (132 L.Km firm and 18 L.Km contingent) will be carried
out in 2016 along with its processing/reprocessing.
•H
 ailini Deep 1 testing moved from 2015 to 2016.

Appraisal

•A
 ppraisal of Kalabagh discovery.
• Appraisal of Halini Deep-1 (subject to discovery).

E-Exploration; A-Appraisal | *10.5 during Expl/ 8.4 during Dev

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

2016. Tolanj 3D (547 Sq.Km) depth processing was
completed. Three exploratory wells (Tolanj South-1,
Tolanj West-1 and Makori Deep-1) were spudded,
with drilling currently ongoing. Gravity data acquisition over Manzalai West area commenced and is expected to be completed during the Q1 2016. The gravity survey will be instrumental in further exploratory
efforts in TAL Block.
•	Development: MOL has sustained its operation at
78 mboepd (100%) production in TAL block. During
the year drilling of development wells Makori East‑4
and Maramzai-3 were completed. Tie-in of both wells
was also completed and these wells have been put
on production. Makori East-5 development well was
spudded in September and is expected to be completed in Q2 2016.

2016

sortium. Since 1999, the Consortium has made 7 discoveries and has become one of the most successful

MOL Group Exploration & Production Update – 2016
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VI.4
MARGALA AND MARGALA NORTH BLOCKS
•	In the Margala North block, MGN-1 exploration well

was plugged and abandoned after testing was unable
to prove movable hydrocarbons. However, post-well
studies of MGN-1 well have improved the subsurface structural understanding and added valuable

Year

Type

information for the already identified leads in the adjoining Margala Block. Accordingly 2D seismic data
acquisition (~ 70 L.Km) is planned for the Margala
Block which will help in maturing the identified leads.

Kurdistan Region of Iraq

Work programme

2015 Exploration

• MGN-1 well in Margala North Block was drilled (remaining part), tested and plugged &
suspended in 2015.

2016 Exploration

• 2D Seismic Acquisition (70 L.Km; subject to security clearance) of Margala Block will be
carried out in 2016.

GHAURI BLOCK
•	MOL farmed-in to the MPCL-operated Ghauri Block

in 2013 with 30% working interest. The first exploration well Ghauri X-1 was drilled in February 2014,
followed by testing and completion as the first successful discovery in the block. During 2015, 74% of
the planned 3D seismic acquisition in Ghauri block

Year
2015

2016

(456 sq.km) was completed. In addition, EWT production from Ghauri X-1 continued. Acquisition of
120 sq.km 3D seismic, processing and interpretation
to mature the identified leads are planned to be completed in 2016.

Type

Work programme

Exploration

• 3D seismic acquisition (336 sq.km; out of total 456 sq.km.) in Ghauri block was
completed.

Appraisal /
Development

• Continued EWT at Ghauri X-1 discovery.

Exploration

• Complete remaining part (120 sq.km) of 3D seismic acquisition, its processing and
interpretation along with finalization of exploratory well location.

Appraisal /
Development

• Continue appraisal of Ghauri X-1 discovery through EWT.

•	In order to further expand the exploration portfolio

in Pakistan and extend the presence in the Middle Indus Region, MOL Group signed a farm-in agreement
for the DG Khan block, a promising gas and condensate exploration opportunity, whereby MOL acquired

2015

2016
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MAIN DATA OF THE BLOCK’s
BLOCK

Reserves
(MMboe)

Akri-Bijeel
Shaikan

14.2

2015
Production
(mboepd)

Acreage Phase Contract Operator
(km 2)
type

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

0.4

889

A/D

PSC

Yes

80/51.2

GKP (20)

3.2

283

D

PSC

No

20/13.6

GKP (Op. 80),
Texas Keystone

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

DG KHAN BLOCK

Year

MOL entered the Kurdistan Region of Iraq in 2007, when Kalegran (MOL’s 100% subsidiary) signed PSC contract for Akri-Bijeel Block as operator and farmed into Shaikan PSC as minority partner. In the Akri-Bijeel
Block, discovered resources did not meet the Economic Limit Test, and MOL Group subsequently decided to
relinquish the Block in December 2015. In the Shaikan block, a Competent Person’s Report (CPR) commissioned
by the operator has identified 639 MMboe of 2P reserves. The Block is currently producing from 9 wells through
two production facilities with a production capacity of 40 mboepd.

a 30% non-operating interest from the Pakistan Oil
Fields Limited (POL). MOL’s farm-in was approved
by the Government of Pakistan in December 2015.
During 2016, 2D seismic acquisition, processing and
interpretation will to be completed.

Type

Work programme

Exploration

• In-house G & G studies.

Development

• n.a.

Exploration

• 2D seismic acquisition, processing & interpretation (200 L.Km Firm & 64 L.Km
contingent) has been planned.

Development

• n.a.

• Exploration | USD 100.4 mn • Development | USD 12.4 mn • Sustain & Other | USD 0.6 mn

AKRI-BIJEEL BLOCK

SHAIKAN BLOCK

•	In 2015, MOL Group decided to relinquish the Akri-

•	In the Shaikan block, the Shaikan-11 development

Bijeel block. The decision was triggered by the significant reduction of the recoverable resources based on
the results of an in-house re-assessment, confirmed
by an independent third party review. The analysis
confirmed that the expected recoverable volumes did
not pass the Economic Limit Test, and consequently
no reserves could be assigned to the block. In agreement with partners, Gulf Keystone Petroleum and the
Kurdistan Regional Government’s Ministry of Natural Resources, MOL Group decided to relinquish the
block and signed the Relinquishment and Termination Agreement on 31st December 2015.

well was drilled, completed and tied to PF2 in Q1 2015.
Reserves have been revised upwards by an independent Competent Person’s Report (CPR) commissioned
by the Operator. The CPR has more than doubled
gross proven and probable reserves of the block (from
299 MMboe to 639 MMboe). Debottlenecking and
facility upgrade projects have also been undertaken.
As a consequence the field is currently producing
from 9 wells through two production facilities (PF-1
and PF-2) with production capacity of 40 mboepd.
•	JV Partners’ aim is to maximize the value of investments in the Shaikan block. Accordingly, the Operator continues to exercise a prudent field development
approach related to the regularity and the amount of
payments for all production (including arrears).

MOL Group Exploration & Production Update – 2016
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VI.5

RUSSIA

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
• Exploration | USD 0.8 mn
• Development | USD 17.8 mn
• Sustain & Other | USD 0.0 mn

Baitugan
Year
2015

2016

Type

Work programme

Exploration

• Planning for exploration oil and gas traps in deep horizons (Devonian) of Baitugan field.

Development

•D
 rilling of 60 development wells.
• Extension of gathering, water injection and power supply system.
• Construction of infield road.

Exploration

• Design documentation for construction of exploration well.

Development

•D
 rilling of 50 (+15 as optional) development wells.
• Extension of gathering, water injection and power supply systems.
• Construction of steel vertical tank 3000 m 3 for crude oil storage.

Yerilkinsky
Year

Reserves
(MMboe)

2015
Acreage Phase
Production (km 2)
(mboepd)

Matjushkinsky

19.9

1.9

Yerilkinsky

4.8

2015 Exploration

• Drilling of exploration well Novosemionkinskaya-1.

2016 Development

• Drilling and Testing of exploration well Novosemionkinskaya-1.
• Estimation of OIIP.

I nvestment projects on Matjushkinsky Licence
•	

BLOCK

52.0

Work programme

MATJUSHKINSKY BLOCK

LICENCE INFORMATION

Baitugan

Type

Contract Operator
type

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

3,228

E/A/D

C

Yes

100

65

D

C

Yes

51

TPAO (49)

40

E

C

Yes

51

TPAO (49)

area started in April 2007. In 2015, evaluation of
exploration and field development portfolio was
performed by a third party. New leads and prospects were identified in the east of the block as part
of an overall review of the remaining potential of
the licence.

E-Exploration; A-Appraisal; D-Development

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

BAITUGAN AND YERILKINSKY BLOCK

• Exploration | USD 2.8 mn
• Development | USD 3.6 mn
• Minor Capex | USD 0.0 mn

•	The Baitugan field in the Volga-Ural region was

a cquired at the end of 2006. In March 2014, MOL
entered into a strategic partnership with TPAO by
divesting 49% of shares in BaiTex, whereby MOL remained the Operator. Baitugan is a shallow, compact
field with developed infrastructure, which supports
low energy and operational costs. A development
project comprising 60 production and injection wells
were completed to continue the growing production
trend of the previous years. As of inception, oil production has tripled, reaching 9.4 mboepd (4.8 mboepd
– MOL share) by the end of 2015. The active drilling
program enabled production of 3.45 MMbbl of oil
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during 2015. Construction of infield infrastructure
was completed on schedule.
•	In 2016, options to improve the ultimate recovery are
being investigated. Intensive field development will
continue, with drilling of 50 development wells and
extension of gathering, water injection and power
supply system.
•	In 2012, the adjacent Yerilkinsky Block was acquired
in the vicinity of the Baitugan field. After the completion of 3D seismic interpretation in 2014 the first
exploration well was spudded in October 2015 and
will be completed in 2016.

•	One exploration well was plugged and suspended following a failed test in January. One development well
was also tested unsuccessfully in the Kvartovoye field
and will be suspended in 2016. Construction of a power supply line between oilfields, and satellite tie-in of
Verkhne-Laryoganskoye 201 to Severo- Ledovoye CPF
were completed in 2015.

Matjushkinsky
Year
2015

2016

Type

Work programme

Exploration

• Interpretation of 2D seismic- Testing of 1 exploration well (Novomatjushkinskaya-103).

Development

• Construction of power supply line and pipeline between oilfields.

Exploration

• Design documentation for 2D seismic.

Development

• Conceptual program of asset development.
• Liquidation of 2 quarry pits.

MOL Group Exploration & Production Update – 2016
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VI.6

KAZAKHSTAN

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
• Exploration | North Karpovsky USD 0.9 mn
• Exploration | Fedorovsky Block, Further Exploration USD 0.8 mn
• Early Development | Fedorovsky USD 10.1 mn

DETAILED WORK PROGRAMMES OF MAJOR PROJECTS (2015 / 2016)
FEDOROVSKY BLOCK
•	In the Kazakh Fedorovsky Block, MOL and its

Partners made significant discoveries in 2008 and
2009 with two successful exploration wells which
proved commercial gas and condensate reservoirs
in the Rozhkovsky field structure. A successful
appraisal programme followed with 6 appraisal
wells. In 2014, after an independent reserve audit,
MOL booked an additional 24 MMboe reserves and
now holds 60 MMboe of reserves in the Block from
the Tournasian and Bobrikovsky horizon. Kazakh
state authorities approved the declaration of commerciality and the Production Licence was granted

Year
MOL has interests in two blocks in Kazakhstan. In the Fedorovsky Block, preparations are ongoing for the trial
production of a gas–condensate discovery. An additional oil discovery is in appraisal phase. In the North Karpovsky Block, following two dry exploratory wells, MOL is currently negotiating an exit from the licence.

BLOCK

Fedorovsky

North
Karpovsky

Reserves
(MMboe)

60.4

n.a.

2015
Acreage Phase
Production (km 2)
(mboepd)

n.a.

n.a.

Exploration /
2015
Development
2016

LICENCE INFORMATION

1,511

1,670

E/D

E

Contract Operator
type

C

No

C

No

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

27.5

KMG EP (50%),
FIOC (22.5%)
(Operating
Company: Ural
Oil and Gas LLP)

49

KMG EP (51%)
(Operating
Company:
Karpovsky
Severny LLP)

Type

Exploration /
Development

in April 2015 by the Ministry of Energy. The first
development well (U-25) was spudded in September
2015. Preparations are ongoing for the first phase of
production which is intended to help the Partners
evaluate the behaviour of the reservoirs and to determine the full scale field development plan.
•	Based on the testing result of RZK U-24 well, a new
oil discovery was made in the Bashkirian horizon.
The appraisal phase is ongoing.
•	A two year Exploration Licence extension was approved by the Ministry of Energy expiring in May
2016.

Work programme
•A
 nnouncement of commercial discovery and obtaining Production Licence.
•P
 reliminary design of future trial production facility.
• Commencement of drilling of RZK U-25 well.
• 300 km 2 3D seismic.
• Completion and Testing of 1 well (RZK U-25).
• Preparations for the first phase of production.

NORTH KARPOVSKY BLOCK
•	In 2012, MOL acquired 49% non-operated interest

in North-Karpovsky Block in West-Kazakhstan.
The first exploration well was completed in 2014,
without commercial discovery. The second exploration well reached its planned target, upon which

Year

Type

JV partner KMG EP carried out further deepening,
with no commercial hydrocarbon inflow. No further drilling is planned. MOL is currently negotiating an exit from North Karpovsky.

Work programme

2015 Exploration

• Complete drilling of one exploration well (NK-2).

2016 Exit

• MOL is negotiating an exit from the project.

E-Exploration; D-Development

BLOCK

First production

Peak production

Nr. of producing wells

Type and quality

Fedorovsky

Q3 2016

2024

0

Gas and cond.
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VI.7

uNITED
KINGDOM

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
• Exploration | USD 6.9 mn
• Development | USD 186.6 mn
• Sustain & Other | USD 2.6 mn

DETAILED WORK PROGRAMMES OF MAJOR PROJECTS (2015 / 2016)
•	SCOLTY-CRATHES Project sanction was successfully achieved for the Scolty-Crathes tieback to the
Kittiwake platform. This project remains on schedule
and on budget; the drilling of the development wells
scheduled to begin in early 2016.
•	CATCHER The drilling programme on the Catcher
development has also progressed well. The drilling of
the first two wells was completed with a positive flowback and injectivity test while drilling commences on
the third well. A mitigation plan has been implemented to minimize the impact of an earlier slippage in the
FPSO construction to the overall project schedule.

MOL entered the UK in 2014, after acquiring a portfolio of assets including exploration and production
licences. Recently sanctioned development and infill projects are already contributing to production
growth. First oil was achieved on Cladhan in December 2015 while a drilling programme commenced
successfully on Scott. In the meantime a comprehensive value optimization plan is ongoing in close cooperation with the partners.

Year
2015

Licence information
BLOCK

Acreage Phase Contract Operator
(km 2)
type

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

Broom

10.1

29

Enquest (63)
Ithaca (8)

Catcher

175.9

20

Premier (50)
Cairn (20), Dyas (10)

Cladhan

30.0

34

Taqa (64.5)
Sterling (2)

Crathes

14.8

50

EnQuest (50)

Scolty
Rochelle

Reserves
(MMboe)

25.7

2015
Production
(mboepd)

2016

4.9

7.4
29.2

D

C

No

50

EnQuest (50)

15

Nexen (41)
Endeavour (44)

Scott

88.2

22

Nexen (41.89)
Dana Petroleum
(20.64), Edison
(10.47), Maersk (5.16)

Telford

338.3

2

Nexen (80.41)
Edison (15.65)
Maersk (2.36)

•	CLADHAN After completing the second producer

well P2, the two oil-producing wells and supporting
water injector were tied back into the Tern Alpha
platform, located 17.5 km northeast of Cladhan. The
Cladhan subsea tieback development came on stream
in December 2015.
•	SCOTT Whilst Scott, Telford and Rochelle fields
experienced production efficiency and facility availability challenges in H1 2015, reliability issues have
been resolved by year end. A well stock review was
completed and an infill drilling programme has commenced successfully in September. The first infill
well was delivered on Scott (J40).

Type

Work programme

Exploration

• n.a.

Development

•4
 new development wells were drilled on Catcher and Scott, several workovers and
interventions were also undertaken.
• 1 new subsea development came online.

Exploration

• n.a.

Development

• In Telford, 1 development well has already been drilled and suspended.
•N
 ew development wells are planned on: Catcher (3-4 wells on the Catcher and
Burgman Templates), Scott (2 wells) and Scolty-Crathes (2 wells).
•W
 ork is ongoing to reduce unit operating costs across all of the non-operated assets
and to develop programmes to support production enhancement.

D-Development
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VI.8

Norway

BLOCK *

MOL entered Norway in 2015, after acquiring Ithaca
Petroleum Norge (“IPN”), a pre-qualified operator
in Norway. The exploration portfolio consists of 21
licences obtained as part of: IPN acquisition (14),
licences acquired from Det norske oljeselskap ASA
(3), and licences granted to MOL in the 2015 APA
round (4). The Norwegian portfolio contributes
with 750 MMboe to Group's estimated net unrisked
prospective resources. The Norwegian operations
will serve as a vital hub for the development of an
exploration centre of excellence.

PL019C

2015
Acreage
Production (km 2)
(mboepd)

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

PL617

112

Yes

35

Fortis (15)
Premier (35)
Spike / Bridge (15)

PL626

202

No

10

Det norske (Op. 50)
Tullow (30), Fortis (10)

PL672

101

No

25

Repsol (Op. 25)
Det norske (25)
Fortis (25)

PL677

122

No

10

Det norske (Op. 60)
Fortis (30)

PL678S
PL678BS
PL678C
PL678SB

1,509

No

25

For all licences:
Wintershall (Op. 35)
Lundin (20)
Fortis (20)

PL724
PL724B

255

No

30

Det norske (Op. 40)
Dea (30)

PL748

183

No

10

Det norske (Op. 30)
Spike (20)
Capricorn (20)
Noreco (20)

PL771

261

Yes

40

Fortis (30)
Dea (30)

PL773

62

Yes

60

Fortis (40)

PL790

128

No

20

Det norske (Op. 30)
Spike (25)
Capricorn (25)

PL808**

159

Yes

80

Edison (20%)

C

PL812**

115

No

40

Statoil (Op. 40%)
Origo (20), Fortis (20)

PL814**

54

No

30

Det norske (Op. 40)
OMV (30)

PL820S**

48

Yes

40

Wintershall (30)
Fortis (30)

E-Exploration; D-Development
* Without blocks under relinquishment.

Phase Contract Operator
type

31

Diluted Partner
share
(%)
20

Repsol (Op. 34)
Det norske (46)

No

10

Total (Op. 40)
Petoro (30), Det norske
(10), Lotos (10)

No

PL102
F&G

56

PL507

1,003

No

10

Explora (25)
Tullow (Op. 65)

PL539

191

No

8

Det norske (Op. 40)
Dana (12), Suncor (20)
Statoil (20)

E
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Phase Contract Operator
type

E

LICENCE INFORMATION
BLOCK * Reserves
(MMboe)

Reserves 2015
Acreage
(MMboe) Production (km 2)
(mboepd)

C

** Official signing of APA 2015 licences in March 2016

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
• Exploration | USD 12.6 mn
• Development | USD 0.0 mn
• Sustain & Other | USD 0.2 mn
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VI.9
DETAILED WORK PROGRAMMES OF MAJOR PROJECTS (2015 / 2016)
•	In 2015, MOL entered Norway with the clear inten-

tion to develop a new hub and center of excellence
for exploration. As a first step MOL Group acquired
100% ownership in Ithaca Petroleum Norge (“IPN”),
from Ithaca Petroleum Ltd, pre-qualified as operator in Norway. Consequently, MOL took over IPN’s
strong exploration-focused team with in-depth experience of the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS)
as well as a portfolio including 14 licences, out of
which 3 are operated licences. Ithaca Petroleum
Norge has been successfully integrated into MOL
Group, and as a following step MOL Norge has acquired interest in 3 additional Norwegian North
Sea non-operated licences from Det norske oljeselskap ASA in October 2015. In addition, in the

Year
2015

2016

2015 APA round, MOL Norge was awarded interest
in 4 licences, 2 of which are operated. Overall, MOL
Norge has established three core areas within the
North Sea focused on proven oil plays close to existing infrastructure where discoveries are capable of
being efficiently monetized.
•	T he key focus for 2016 is to mature the prospectivity on the existing licences as well as to identify
further opportunities through a core area strategy. Rovarkula (PL626) will be spudded during
the summer of 2016. A Drill or Drop decision for
E idsvoll (PL617) prospect, operated by MOL Norge
(with 70% equity) will be made following a farm
down activity launched in Q1. In case of a positive
drill decision, the well will be spudded 2017.

Type

Work programme

Exploration

• 1 exploration well drilled, targeting Myrhauk prospect on PL539, following MOL Group
acquisition of Ithaca Petroleum Norway AS. The well proved dry.

Development

• n.a.

Exploration

• 1 well planned to be drilled during summer targeting Rovarkula prospect on PL626.

Development

• n.a.

Other countries

Oman
LICENCE INFORMATION
BLOCK

Reserves
(MMboe)

2015
Production
(mboepd)

Acreage Phase Contract Operator
(km 2)
type

Diluted Partner
share
(%)

Block 66

–

–

4,899

100

E

PSA

Yes

–

E-Exploration

2015 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
• Exploration | USD 55.2 mn
• Development | USD 33.6 mn
• Sustain & Other | USD 0.1 mn

DETAILED WORK PROGRAMMES OF MAJOR PROJECTS (2015 / 2016)
•	MOL entered Oman in 2006, and currently has

100% interest in Block 66. It was acquired in 2013
and located in the mid-Western part of the country,
close to the Saudi border.
•	The first exploratory well (Maisoorah-1) was spudded in November 2015, and reached the targeted
total depth of 3240 m in January 2016 without penYear

2015

2016
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etrating hydrocarbon bearing zones. The well has
since been plugged and abandoned.
•	The work program for 2016 includes drilling of the
second committed well which will test a prospect
with 48,6 MMbbl unrisked estimated resources of
light oil.

Type

Work programme

Exploration

•D
 rilling the first of the two committed wells started on November 1 following 3D
seismic interpretation. Well proved presence of source rock and working hydrocarbon
system but reservoirs were dry.
•T
 he reprocessing of the 2D and the 3D data was completed and the reinterpretation
of the data with using the information received from the actually finished well is in
progress.

Development

• n.a.

Exploration

•D
 rill and test the second exploratory well.
•E
 valuate the exploration results of the block and make decision on the next steps as
the first exploration phase will expire on November 24, 2016.

Development

• n.a.
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ROMANIA
MOL’s aim is to expand its exploration and production
activities beyond the borders of Hungary and Croatia
and build up a wider portfolio in Central Eastern
Europe. In Romania, MOL's focus is on conventional
hydrocarbon potential.
In May 2010, three (Ex-1, Ex-5 and Ex-6) concession
blocks were awarded to MOL (in a Consortium). The
Concession Agreement (CA) of the Ex-6 Block was officially ratified by the Romanian Government at the end of
2012. Due to the country-wide land permitting difficulties, the 3D acquisition of Ex-6 is still pending. A licence
extension was obtained in 2015 for three additional years.
Concession Agreements of the Ex-1 and Ex-5 Blocks
were officially ratified by the Romanian Government in
October, 2015. A 3D seismic acquisition programme is
being developed for each of these blocks.
EGYPT
INA holds interests in four hydrocarbon concessions in
Western Desert of Egypt. INA is the operator of the Sidi
Rahman and Rizk Development Leases of the East Yidma Concession, and has a non-operator status in three
other concessions (Ras Qattara, West Abu Gharadig
and North Bahariya). In 2015, 9 development wells were
drilled and put in production on North Bahariya concession. In 2016, drilling of wells on the North Bahariya
concession was planned but is suspended until the oil
price improves and and the Partners reach an agreement
to continue. The work programmes on other concessions
are under revision.
ANGOLA
INA entered Angola in 1981 by becoming a party to the
offshore Block 3 PSA with a 5% participating interest.
Block 3 contained some of the biggest oil discoveries
in the early 1980s and it included three contract areas:
Block 3/80 (6 fields), Block 3/85 (2 fields) and Block 3/91
(1 field) at water depths in the range from 40-105 m. Production in this area started in 1985, peaked in 1998, and
currently remains in decline. As production licences on
Block 3/80 expired in 2001, INA and other partners accepted National Concessionaire’s offer to continue production under a new contract as Block 3/05, and in the
remaining area of Block 3 exploration activities continued under contract for Block 3/05A. Blocks 3/85 and 3/91
were operated by Total E&P Angola, S.A. until operator-
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ship was transferred on December 31st, 2010 to Sonangol
Pesquisa & Producao S.A. INA’s participating interest in
Blocks 3/05 and 3/05A is 4%.
BLOCK 3/05

In 2015 work programme included drilling of BUF-113
infill well, Palanca field workovers (Pulling/Snubbing
4 Wells) and facilities engineering activities. In 2016, the
Cobo-Pambi fields Reservoir Model construction will
commence, ESP Pilot Project on two Palanca field wells
will be performed, and well workover activities (perforating/acidizing) on two wells will be executed.
BLOCK 3/05A

Development well Gazela-101/Gazela-101 ST-1 was drilled
and completed in 2015. Although expected in 2015, the
Contractor Group should make the Final Investment Decisions about further development of Block’s Caco-Gazela and Punja development areas during 2016 . Therefore,
in 2016 CAPEX spending is limited to Gazela-101 ST-1
development well post-drilling studies preparation, and
engineering activity for Punja wells.
SYRIA
On February 26, 2012 INA delivered the “Force Majeure”
notice to the General Petroleum Company of Syria related to the PSA for the Hayan Block signed in 1998 and
PSA for the Aphamia Block signed in 2004. Announcing the “Force Majeure” doesn’t mean termination of the
agreement and the simultaneous exit from the project.
INA maintains its economic interest with an aim of continuation of the Agreement execution after ceasing of the
circumstances that have led to “Force Majeure”.
CAMEROON
In 2007, MOL acquired a 40% undiluted working and
paying interest in the shallow offshore Ngosso Block in
Cameroon. The block is operated by Addax Petroleum
Cameroon Ltd. The well Azobe-1X, focused on exploration of the Cretaceous play, was spudded in March 2015
and TD’d in June 2015 and TD’d at 3375m having reached
its objective. Oil bearing layers were encountered
throughout drilling, but the accumulations were deemed
subcommercial. Due to operational difficulties it was decided to plug and abandon the well. After reviewing the
remaining potential of the block MOL has decided to relinquish the licence.

Glossary
CAPEX:
Capital Expenditures
Choke:
A device that is used to control fluid flow rate or downstream system pressure.
Depth conversion: 	The process of transforming seismic data from a scale of time (the domain in which they
are acquired) to a scale of depth to provide a picture of the structure of the subsurface
independent of velocity.
Dry well:	An investigated borehole which does not confirm the existence of a hydrocarbon site or
is not able to profitably produce crude oil or natural gas.
EGR:		
Enhanced Gas Recovery
EOR:		Enhanced Oil Recovery. The third stage of hydrocarbon production during which sophis
ticated techniques that alter the original properties of the oil are used. Its purpose is not
only to restore formation pressure, but also to improve oil displacement or fluid flow in
the reservoir.
EWT:		
Extended Well Test
Field development:	Process of implementing surface and sub-surface facilities necessary for the recovery of
hydrocarbon reserves.
IOR:		
Increased Oil Recovery
Magneto telluric test: 	An electromagnetic method used to map the spatial variation of the Earth’s resistivity by
measuring naturally occurring electric and magnetic fields at the Earth’s surface.
NFW:		New Field Wildcat. Well far from other producing fields and on a structure that has not
previously produced hydrocarbon.
Proved reserves:	Those quantities of petroleum, which by analysis of geosciences’ and engineering data,
can be estimated with reasonable certainty to be commercially recoverable, from a given
date forward, from known reservoirs and under defined economic conditions, operating
methods, and government regulations.
Probable reserves:	Those additional reserves which analysis of geosciences’ and engineering data indicate
are less likely to be recovered than Proved reserves but more certain to be recovered
than Possible Reserves.
Resources:	Or recoverable resource potential. Those quantities of petroleum which are estimated, as
of a given date, to be potentially recoverable from undiscovered accumulations.
Risked resources:
Product of the estimated resources quantity and the associated chance of discovery.
SPE:		
Society of Petroleum Engineers
Unconventional gas:	Unconventional gas is any gas resource discovered in non-traditional geological struc
tures, where the reservoir is also the source rock. This category includes tight gas, basin
centred gas accumulations, gas hydrates, coalbed methane and shale gas. These resourc
es share a common characteristic, namely they typically represent huge volumes of gasin-place (significantly more than in traditional reservoirs), but production is more capital
intensive and flow rates are significantly lower than those of conventional reservoirs
Unrisked resources:
Resources without taking into consideration the exploration risk (probability of success)
Abbreviations
boe:
Barrel of crude oil equivalent
boepd:
boe per day
mboepd: Thousand boe per day
ktoe:
Thousand tonnes oil equivalent
RRP:	Unrisked, working interest based
recoverable resource potential (P50)
MMbbl:
Million barrel
MMboe:
Million boe
MM scf:
Million standard cubic feet
MM scfpd: Million standard cubic feet per day

Partners (Abbreviations)
GKPI
Gulf Keystone Petroleum International
PPL
Pakistan Petroleum Limited
OGDCL
Oil and Gas Development Company
POL
Pakistan Oilfields Limited
GHPL
Government Holding Private Limited
KMG EP
KazMunaiGas Exploration Production
FIOC
First International Oil Corporation
EP
Expert Pet roleum
IEOC
International Egyptian Oil Company
AJOCO
Angola Japan Oil Company
NIS
Naftna Industrija Srbije
IPR
Improved Petroleum Recovery
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